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DRINKS: THE GOOD LIFE
Drinks brands are taking a
thematic approach to selling
across the competitive global
arena of travel retail. Jessica
Mason identifies three
lifestyle cues that drinks
brands are currently using
to appeal to an international
audience who want their
drinks to be everything –
luxurious, sociable and
virtuous – but especially, and
ultimately, good.
Travel retail is an
international stage
for all drinks brands.
Jean-Philippe Aucher,
Global Duty Free &
Travel Retail Director, SPI Group (Blue
Village D3) said:
“Travellers are no
longer looking for
ordinary. In order to
see success in any
category, there must
be an element of
exclusivity attached
to a product.”
THREE KEY THEMES
What Aucher identified is
highlighted by three key
themes this year, within
which drinks brands
are gaining attention.
‘Luxurious’ is the first.
Many a drinks brand
is strutting its style
credentials, its rarity and
exclusivity, or its sheer
indulgent side, to fit this
theme. ‘Sociable’ is the
second – where a brand’s
core message is about
going out and having fun
with friend. The third
theme is ‘virtuous’ and
this is where part of the
marketing message
reminds the consumer
that, in purchasing it, they
are acquiring something
with the merits of good
traceability messages,
local ingredients or other
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ecological plus points, so
that, in buying, they are
turning their indulgence
into a story of virtue.

LUXURIOUS
Beginning with luxury,
new exhibitor Illva
Saronno (Red Village
K1), owner of the Italian
liqueur Disaronno, is
showcasing its globally
known range of spirits,
including Disaronno,
Tia Maria, Zucca, and
The Irishman range of
whiskies. Illva Saronno
invested in the familyowned Walsh Whiskey
Distillery, based in
Carlow, Ireland, late last
year, and will also be
using the exhibition to
launch a new addition to
its spirits portfolio, as
well as displaying the
second in the series of
limited edition ‘designer’
Disaronno bottles,
designed in 2013 by
Moschino. Brand new to
the travel retail category
is a superb wine offer
from Disaronno’s sister
company Duca di Salaparuta Group and so two
brands to specifically look
out for from the company
will be Duca di Salaparuta
and Florio.
Beam Suntory Inc,
in collaboration with
Maxxium Travel Retail

(Mediterranean Village
N7), is introducing
Courvoisier Extravagance, a luxurious and
celebratory Cognac,
which has been available exclusively in travel
retail since September.
“Inspired by the Paris
Golden Age of the late
1800s, a time of freedom
for artistic expression,
Courvoisier Extravagance
celebrates a time when
Courvoisier became
well-known, savoured

by Napoleon III and
toasted at the opening
of the Eiffel Tower,” said
Glen Williams, Managing
Director, Maxxium Travel
Retail.
The big focus for Rémy
Cointreau will be on the
new Rémy Martin Cellar
Master’s Selection,
which is being rolled out
globally as a travel retail
exclusive. The first two
releases are Rémy Martin
‘Prime Cellar Selection’
Cellar N°16 and Rémy
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Martin ‘Reserve Cellar
Selection’ Cellar N°28.
At the pinnacle of the
portfolio is the Louis XIII
Black Pearl, which has an
anniversary edition due to
reach the market at the
end of the year and set to
be previewed in Cannes.
Buyers will also be given
a preview of the latest
release from Cointreau,
while Rémy will be
showcasing its latest
release St-Remy with
French Honey. From

01 SPI Group has
introduced the new
Stolichnaya Premium Night
Edition – a new premium
vodka, which is the second
in a range designed to
target nightlife.
02 Beam Suntory Inc, in
collaboration with Maxxium
Travel Retail, is introducing
Courvoisier Extravagance,
a luxurious and celebratory
cognac inspired by the
Paris Golden Age of the
late 1800s.

live comforTably. drink responsibly.
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Metaxa, watch out for
a new release called
Angels Treasure, which
is “projected to reach
the shops in early 2015,”
said Matthew Hodges,
Marketing & Business
Development Director,
Rémy Cointreau. “The
Bruichladdich single malt
whisky collection, which
has had a terrific start in
travel retail, will also be
showcased in Cannes,”
Hodges added.
Franck Lemonnier,
Export Area Director,
Belvedere Group (Yellow
Village E32) said: “Our
company produces
various drinks spirits
among which we find
the prestigious following
brands: Sobieski Vodka,
Marie Brizard Liqueurs
and Obieski Vodka.” This
year, Lemonnier revealed
the Belvedere Group will
showcase its Chocolat
Royal Liqueur in dark and

white chocolate offers, as
well as Cognac Gautier
and Ron Cubay Extra Viejo
to fit within the luxury
theme.
For Angus Dundee Distillers (Green Village L55) its
product range will consist
of: “Tomintoul Peaty Tang
10 years old; 12 years
old finished in Oloroso
Sherry Wood; 12 years old
finished in Portwood; 14
years old; 16 years old; 25
years old; 1976 Vintage;
and very old single cask
releases,” said Laura
Laden, Spokesperson,
Angus Dundee Distillers,
showing how aged spirits
fit well within the luxury
tier.
Gabriele Knigge, Spokesperson, Waldemar Behn
(Green Village H52)
said that Danzka Vodka
is known worldwide
as “the best travelling
vodka” and hinted that
the “minimalist Danish
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design of its aluminium
bottle emphasises the
quality of content – a
mild, crystal pure vodka
with a final decent note
of citrus fruits.” Also
from Behn, Knigge added
that Dooley’s Original
Toffee Cream Liqueur is
“certainly one of the most
awarded cream liqueurs
around the world”.
Henri Colcombet,
Spokesperson at Tesseron Cognac (Red Village
J19) reminded that, in
terms of luxury offerings,
“XO Passion is the result
of a unique assemblage
created from our own
Colombard, Folle Blanche
and Ugni Blanc grapes”
and the company’s “Extra
Légende is created from
a marriage of the finest
reserves of Grande
Champagne,” giving it
all of the hallmarks for a
luxury brand.
This year from Bacardi

Global Travel Retail (Bay
Village Bay 21) comes
Grey Goose VX. “The ‘VX’
in the name stands for
‘vodka exceptionelle’ an
expression of how Grey
Goose VX is crafted by a
marriage of Grey Goose
vodka with drops of
precious cognac created
from grapes drawn exclusively from the Grande
Champagne cru, regarded
by many connoisseurs as
the very finest of the six
cru within the region,”
said Irving Holmes Wong,
Regional Director Asia
Pacific, Bacardi Global
Travel Retail.
This year Calvados Père
Magloire (Yellow Village
E30) unveils its new range
for the three brand references, Fine VS, V.S.O.P.
and X.O. “Calvados Père
Magloire presents the
new design of its V.S.O.P.
flask, version ‘traveler’
particularly adapted
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for duty free and travel
retail,” said Paula Baute,
Assistante Marketing,
Spirit-France.
“The Calvados V.S.O.P.
Pays d’Auge is issued
from the double distillation and aged at least
four years in oak barrels.
With its roundness and
complex taste, it is the
perfect digestive,” said
Baute. “The Calvados
Boulard Auguste 5cl is a
tribute to Pierre-Auguste
Boulard, created to
please all the palates.
The cellar master has
selected the best “eauxde-vie”, some of them
coming from the very rare
barrels of the personal
reserve of the family
Boulard.”
Distributor World of
Patria International
(Blue Village G13) will
be headlining its latest
addition to its range of
alcoholic beverages with

03 Illva Saronno is
launching a new
addition to its spirits
portfolio, as well as
displaying the second
in the series of limited
edition ‘designer’
Disaronno bottles.
04 Rémy Cointreau
Global Travel Retail is
showcasing its latest
release – St-Remy with
French Honey.

älska cider, which is
“already hugely popular
in domestic markets,”
according to World of
Patria Spokesperson
Rob Nichols, and is yet to
join the big spirits on an
international stage.
But while some brands
are relatively new, others
are getting a new lease of
life. Over at The Edrington
Group (Mediterranean
Village N7), the redesign
of the Famous Grouse
brand has received its big
reveal during a private
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From L&L, we see the launch of
Espresso Bohême – a blend of
premium French vodka and the
purest coffee essence from Brazil
with an ABV of 35%.

reception, while the rest
of its efforts are focused
on Cutty Sark’s 33-yearold blended Scotch
whisky with Art Deco
packaging, The Macallan
Whisky Makers X-ray
special edition series
with its six different gift
packs dressed with x-ray
images, and a seventh
expression within the
Highland Park Warrior
series of single malts.
“The latest, King Christian, will join the collection and be launched in
April 2015,” said Steven
Sleigh, Edrington Spokesperson, who also divulged

LA GOURMANDISE
PAR EXCELLENCE

SPIRIT-FRANCE’S CALVADOS PÈRE
MAGLOIRE PRESENTS THE NEW
DESIGN OF ITS V.S.O.P. FLASK, VERSION
‘TRAVELER’ PARTICULARLY ADAPTED
FOR TRAVEL RETAIL.

MBRI - RCS Créteil B 454 200 064.

that Edrington Group’s
rum brand Brugal will
unveil “a follow-up to
its Brugal Papa Andres
limited edition”.
Victoria Leonova, Head
of Travel Retail Department at Synergy Group
(Yellow Village E41)
highlighted that the new
Beluga Twin Pack will be
present this year and will
be “presented in limited
Beluga duty free markets
like Russia, CIS, Dubai,”
while there is still plenty
of potential for a global
roll out.
In terms of new leases
of life among luxury
brands, in August 2014
Nemiroff (Blue Village
G1) restyled its Nemiroff
vodka. “The changes
affected Nemiroff Original, Nemiroff Delikat,
Nemiroff Light, special
vodka Nemiroff ‘Spicy
strawberry’, Nemiroff
‘Ukrainian Birch Special’,
bitter Nemiroff ‘Ukrainian Honey Pepper’,
liqueur Nemiroff
‘Cognac Cranberry’,”
said Marianna Konina,
Spokesperson, Nemiroff.

Enjoy it straight,
on the rocks or in cocktails
www.mariebrizard.com

B ORDEAUX - F RANCE
PLEASE, DRINK RESPONSIBLY
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Konina reminded that
there is also Nemiroff
Spicy Strawberry distinctive vodka, which has
a strong aroma with
piquant spiciness that
tends to remind the
consumer that luxury
products can also be edgy
if they like.
This year, Dobbé Cognac
house (Red Village K7)
launched a new concept
– The Dobbé Cognac Duo
Pack, which is a special
selection of 500ml VS
(Very Special) and 500ml
VSOP (Very Superior
Old Pale) developed for
the travel retail market.
Each of these will be
showcased in Cannes.
The Smokehead ‘Rock’
limited edition – which
has been launched to
complement the current
Smokehead range

05 Angus Dundee Distillers’
Tomintoul Peaty Tang 10 years old
shows how aged spirits fit well
within the luxury tier.
06 Belvedere Group is showcasing
its Chocolat Royal Liqueur in dark
and white chocolate.

– exclusively for travel
retail will also be shown
this year. “The limited
edition evolves from the
design of Smokehead’s
existing tactile metal
presentation tin, demanding attention with the
introduction of a smoking
skull, the time honoured
symbol of rock,” said
Gwen Fleming, Travel
Retail Co-ordinator, Ian
Macleod Distillers Ltd
(Red Village L7).
From MG Cellars (Riviera
Village RF15), two new
products: Chabot VSOP
Gold – a seven-year-old
Armagnac with “rich
aromas of white plum
and smoky wood”, and
Chabot 38 Year Old – an
Armagnac which has
been “delicately elaborated and blended by
our Cellar Master from
fine vintages secured
in the oldest reserves
of Chabot”, will make
an appearance and sit
comfortably within the
luxury segment explained
Daniel Hui, Spokesperson, MG Cellars.
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An extraordinary whisky deserves an extraordinary bottle.
After 99 years, the return to black glass restores
Gordon Graham’s original vision. Discover it for yourself.
Visit Distell stand Green Village H44 at the
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, Cannes, 2014.
Discover more at blackbottle.com
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IN THE WORLD’S TOP 10
SPIRITS COMPANIES
4 INTERNATIONAL
MILLIONAIRE BRANDS
BEHN’S DANZKA VODKA’S MINIMALIST
DANISH DESIGN OF ITS ALUMINIUM
BOTTLE EMPHASISES THE QUALITY
OF ITS CONTENT.
For companies like
Massenez (Blue Village
AA9), which will be
revealing fruit Eaux-deVie, Creams and Liquors,
will also tap into the
luxury trend. Massenez
is renowned for its
“quality and refinement
on the palate – highquality products”, with
an “unrivalled range of
aromas,” said Elodie
Naslin, Responsable
Marketing & Communication at Massenez.
Proximo Spirits and Casa
Cuervo are both owned
by the Beckmann Family,
though are separate
companies. Jose Cuervo
(Bay Village Bay 5B)
and the 1800 range are
already available in travel
retail, but the news for

this year is about Proximo
Spirits’ brands The
Kraken Spiced Rum and
Boodles Gin.
The realm of rum is
enjoying a renaissance
thanks to its evergrowing popularity and
mixability. Named after
the sea beast of myth and
legend, The Kraken, a
unique Caribbean black
spiced rum weighing
in at a potent 94 Proof,
is enriched with exotic
spice notes of ginger,
cinnamon and clove.
The Kraken is distilled
in Trinidad and Tobago
and blended with over 13
secret spices. The rich
black colour takes its hue
from the mysterious ink
with which, as legend has
it, The Kraken, a squid of

epic proportions, covered
its prey. The Kraken’s
proprietary bottle is a
replica of a Victorian Rum
bottle and features two
handles, allowing for easy
portability, and calls to
mind the shape of the
giant squid. Also seeing
a renaissance is gin.
Boodles Gin, a premium
and proper British gin,
is also set to launch at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference. Boodles Gin
obtains its unique flavour
from nine botanicals:
sage, rosemary and
coriander, which provide
a citrusy taste, as well
as nutmeg, angelica root
and seed, cassia bark
and caraway.
Also hitting the high notes
of luxury among spirits

TESSERON
COGNAC’S EXTRA
LÉGENDE IS
CREATED FROM A
MARRIAGE OF THE
FINEST RESERVES
OF GRANDE
CHAMPAGNE.

PLEASE MEET US AT
YELLOW VILLAGE – BOOTH G54

LA COLLECTION SIGNATURE

LA MARTINIQUAISE • B A R D I N E T G R O U P
export@la-martiniquaise.fr • export@bardinet.fr
www.la-martiniquaise.com • www.bardinet.fr
P L E A S E E N J O Y O U R D R I N K S R E S P O N S I B LY
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is travel retail stalwart Patrón (Green Village H36). “In Cannes this year, Patrón Spirits
is introducing a new line of highly artisanal tequilas called Roca Patrón,” said Greg
Cohen, Spokesperson at Patrón Spirits.
From L&L (Green Village M71), we see the launch of Espresso Bohême – a blend of
premium French vodka and the purest coffee essence from Brazil with an abv of 35%.
“This new Espresso Bohême has been secretly created as an extension of the famous
gourmet coffee cream – Coffee Bohême (16%) – to offer a deeper coffee alternative to a
young male consumer target,” said Marie Barès, Marketing Manager at L&L.
Drambuie (Green Village L64), the extraordinary blend of the finest aged Scotch whisky,
spices and heather honey, will reveal its latest travel retail exclusive for the first time
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, with the global launch of a new limited edition

09

07 The Smokehead ‘Rock’ limited edition
has been launched to complement the
current Smokehead range.

09 Synergy Group’s new Beluga Twin Pack
is being presented this year, and will be
introduced in limited duty free markets.

08 World of Patria International is
presenting the latest addition to its range
– älska cider, which is already hugely
popular in domestic markets.

10 The Dobbé Cognac Duo Pack is a
special selection of 500ml VS and 500ml
VSOP developed for the travel retail
market.

10
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The Miss Massenez Mini Cocktail Party
for 6, which includes mini bottles of
Concentrés de Cocktails.

Armagnac Janneau
(Green Village K62) is
presenting new luxurious and contemporary
packaging for its range
of premium armagnacs.
“The new Janneau
packaging includes

bottle. “The bottle,
wrapped in a striking
black and white zig-zag
motif, takes influence
from Drambuie’s surreal
marketing campaign,
‘A Taste of the Extraordinary’, illustrating an
infinite, monochrome
bottle with an amber
liquor encased inside,”
said William Birkin,
Regional Manager for
Global Travel Retail, India,
Middle East, Africa &
Asia, Drambuie.
Luxury and style can
also be exuded by
way of exoticism and
decadence. Such is true
of Amarula Gold – a clear,

golden-coloured 30%
ABV spirit made from the
wild-harvested fruit of the
marula tree that grows
on the Savannah plains of
sub-equatorial Africa. An
exclusive to South Africa
and a carefully chosen
selection of duty free
markets worldwide, it has
exceeded even the most
optimistic projections
since its launch in March
this year and is being
showcased in Cannes.
Black Bottle’s retroexpression that recalls the
original, won the World’s
Best Relaunch Award at
this year’s World Whisky
Design Awards. After a

MG Cellars’ Chabot 38 Year Old is an
Armagnac that has been delicately
elaborated and blended by the Cellar
Master from fine vintages secured in
the oldest reserves of Chabot.
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very positive reception in
the UK, Russia and the
Baltic States, where it was
recently introduced, it is to
be released in France and
Germany this autumn, and
reach the US by winter. “In
November, a one-litre
format is being introduced as an exclusive to
travel retail,” said Robyn
Bradshaw, Distell Group
Limited (Green Village
H44) Brand Spokesperson
for Duty Free.
Lastly among the
luxury themed sector,
Patrón Spirits is introducing a new
line of highly artisanal tequilas
called Roca Patrón.

a new company logo,
as well as new luxury
graphic designs, which
will be more assertive
and more memorable for
consumers,” said Corinne
Bucchioni, Spokesperson
at Janneau. “We will also

introduce a new Janneau
50-year-old ‘Golden Age’,
so watch this space.”

SOCIABLE
In terms of themes based
around sociability, the
Miss Massenez Cocktails’

LIQUOR & TOBACCO SUPPLEMENT

Bag from Massenez
exemplifies the kind of
union between drinks
and occasions. “This
practical, yet glamorous,
‘all-in-one’ product is
ideal for wine merchants,
delicatessens and duty
free stores, who are
always on the lookout
for novelties and already
sell this product in
their boutiques,” said
Naslin. “In this bag are
included two bottles of
35cl, and the customer
just needs to add some
cranberry juice. With
one bottle, you could do
around 10 cocktails.”
The bag itself includes
one bottle of Miss All In
Concentré, one bottle of
Miss Cosmo Concentré,
and one measuring
glass. Similarly, from the
Massenez collection is
the Miss Massenez Mini
Cocktail Party for 6, which
includes mini bottles of
Concentrés de Cocktails.
The social drink Limoncello is a traditional
liqueur, made to an
Italian recipe with the
peel of fully ripened
lemons. Stock International’s (Green Village
M48) offering Limoncè is
“enjoyed socially, due to
its simplicity and refreshing natural lemon taste,”
said Franc Kopatin,
Spokesperson for Stock
International.
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or preservatives – a
message it includes in its
marketing.
Similarly, with Underberg, which is a natural
product, the messages
are positive to the
consumer. It is free of
added sugars, contains
less than one bread unit
per portion-bottle; it is
also gluten free and low
in histamines. Underberg

12
Easy drinking goes handin-hand with the sociability theme. Fraternity
Spirits (Blue Village E1)
Spokesperson Raffaele
Berardi revealed that the
company is presenting
‘Teqtonic’ this year, “an
easy–to-make Corralejo
Blanco Tequila with tonic
water and Rives Tropic
fruits,” which seems to fit
in with a trend for blends
suited well to group
refreshment.
Alongside this, SPI Group
has introduced the new
Stolichnaya Premium
Night Edition – a new
premium vodka, which
is the second in a range
designed to target nightlife.
“The frosted glass bottle
has elements printed in
temperature activated ink;
the transformation occurs
once the bottle is chilled
to under 15C/60F. Once
the temperature has been
reached, the innovative
bottle shows high-energy
elements from the night,
including a DJ, shakers,
drinks and music symbols.
The heart that features
on the front of the bottle
grows horns to symbolise
the change from day to
night,” said Aucher, illustrating how this chimes
well with get-together
sociable trends. It gets
people out and into the
night, engaging with
one another and talking
about the impressive
bottle of drink that made
their night.

13
about the decision they
are making via notions
of being informed and
making choices based on
the transparency of the
journey the ingredients
are making, especially for
their purchase.
Túnel 14 a premium
aniseed herbal liquor
with the smooth and
refreshing taste of 14
aromatic herbs found
in Mallorca is from
Underberg (Red Village
K19). Túnel 14 contains,
as the name suggests,
14 different herbs such
as rosemary, thyme
and others. It clearly
differentiates itself from
the core range through
a fresher and smoother
taste. All herbs originate
from the family-owned
fields in Benissalem. The
reason it fits with this
category is because Túnel
14 is 100% natural and
contains no colourants

is available worldwide in
the unmistakable portionsized bottle wrapped in
straw-coloured paper.
Evoking similar feelings
is Hammer Head 23yo
Vintage Czech Single
Malt, which uses only
local barley, oak casks
made of local oak wood,

and the natural local
spring water from the
Bohemia region.
Laplandia Vodka has an
ethos and message of
virtuous ‘clean’ sources
that serve the product
well with hints at purity
and good provenance.
Laplandia Vodka is
produced at the Saimaa
Beverages plant, located
on the shores of Lake
Saimaa. The lake offers
one of the best waters
in the world, and it is
used in the making of
Laplandia Vodka. “Water
used in the manufacturing process is taken
from Lake Saimaa and
treated at the plant, in
order to preserve its
natural characteristics.
All the other ingredients
used in the production
of Laplandia Vodka are
obtained exclusively
from natural sources,”
said Luda Ilmurzina,
Coordinating Manager,
Global Drinks Finland
(Yellow Village G40).
This year, Global Drinks
Finland announced the
launch of its Laplandia
flavoured vodka range,
which now comes in
addition to the existing
clean Laplandia Vodka.
Four refreshing mixes
are available: Laplandia
Mint Shot (mint flavoured
vodka), Laplandia
Espresso Shot (coffee
flavoured vodka), Laplandia Lemon Shot (lemon

14
11 Stock International’s Limoncè
is a social drink due to its
simplicity and refreshing natural
lemon taste.
12 Global Drinks Finland
is launching its Laplandia
flavoured vodka range. Four
refreshing mixes are available:
Laplandia Mint Shot, Laplandia
Espresso Shot, Laplandia Lemon
Shot, and Laplandia Açai Shot.
13 Black Bottle’s retroexpression, which recalls the
original, won the World’s Best
Relaunch Award at this year’s
World Whisky Design Awards.
14 Underberg’s Túnel 14 is a
premium aniseed herbal liquor,
which contains 14 aromatic
herbs found in Mallorca. It is
100% natural and contains no
colourants or preservatives.

flavoured vodka), and
Laplandia Açai Shot (açai
berries flavoured vodka),
not just using themes
such as good provenance
and natural sources, but
also tapping into some
big flavour trends along
the way too.

Proximo’s The
Kraken rum is
distilled in Trinidad
and Tobago, and
blended with over
13 secret spices.

VIRTUOUS
The third theme – virtue –
sits across drinks brands
that promote feelings of
goodwill or conscientious
purchasing. It is the one
theme that helps the
consumer feel better

Janneau will
present new
luxurious and
contemporary
packaging for its
range of premium
armagnacs.
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WINE:
CAPTIVATINGVINES
01

02

No longer standing in the shadow
of other drinks categories, wine
holds its own within travel retail.
Jessica Mason looks at how
wines are beginning to grab
consumer attention.
With wine in
travel retail there
are, again, three
key themes. These,
however, span the
luxurious and the
social, but also
pay lip service to
the eye-catching
brands too.
LUXURIOUS

01 Constellation Brands is launching its new Inniskillin
Sparkling Cabernet Franc Icewine.
02 Gérard Bertrand wines are recognised by the
emblematic red coloured bottle.

In terms of luxury
offerings, Constellation
Brands (Yellow Village
D26) will be launching its
new Inniskillin Sparkling
Cabernet Franc Icewine
to complement its travel
retail exclusive Icewine
tier. “We are also pleased
to share with some of
our global customers
in key markets our Kim
Crawford Small Parcel
Tier. These wines are in
limited production and

of outstanding quality,”
said Amanda Dolotowicz,
Business Development
Manager – Travel Retail,
Constellation Brands.
Over at Gérard Bertrand
(Red Village K11), the
expert in super-premium
wines from the South of
France, which has more
than 20 of its wines rated
90+ on currently available
vintages, there are wines
to suit all sectors of the
travel retail business:
duty free shops, airline
inflight, and cruise
operations. Christophe
Balay, Global Travel
Retail Director at Gérard
Bertrand, said: “Gris
Blanc is not a newcomer
on the market” but has
“become the benchmark
rosé in the finest establishments, both in France
and export markets.”

Balay also reminded
that “Code Rouge is an
ode to excellence” and a
tribute to the world’s first
sparkling wines, made by
the monks of Saint Hilaire
Abbey, near Limoux.
“This Cuvée has all the
traditional features of
Gérard Bertrand’s wines,
it bears the entirety of
the brand codes, starting
with the emblematic
red colour bottle,” Balay
explained, before he
highlighted the exclusivity
of the Collection Legend
Vintage. “Bearing testimony to a fascinating past
and a unique expression
of the terroirs, these rare,
precious bottles are an
invitation to share intense
emotions and moving
memories,” said Balay.
The wines have already
seduced several of Gérard
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03

03 Camus’ Collection Particulière
takes inspiration from the elegant
and sophisticated world of
Bordeaux wine.
04 Diverse Flavours is showing,
for the first time, wines from
Ghost Corner.
05 Symington Family Estates
showcases a range of premium,
super-premium and luxury
offerings.

04

Bertrand’s major travel
retail partners, such
as Aelia, Le Clos Dubai
International Airport,
Oceania Cruises, and
Nuance Toulouse Airport,
among others.
Alexa Tesseron, Spokeperson at Camus La
Grande Marque (Blue
Village F11) pointed
out that the Collection
Particulière has been
created – “taking inspiration from the elegant
and sophisticated world
of Bordeaux wine and
benefiting from over a
century’s winemaking
experience – as an
invitation to an exclusive journey through
three of Bordeaux’s
most prestigious wine
appellations: Bordeaux,
Puisseguin-SaintEmilion, and Medoc”.

With all of the cues of a
luxury product, Tesseron
reminded that its beginnings were made with
the “utmost precision,
the greatest refinement
and the closest attention
to detail” to create a
“unique gift experience
– only available for travel
retail – for the pleasure of
amateur and expert wine
lovers alike”.
Diverse Flavours (Red
Village L34) has launched
the Groot Constantia
range this year, offering
the world an incredibly luxurious historic
commodity. “During the
18th century, the sweet
wines of Constantia
received international
acclaim for their superior
quality and became
known throughout the
world as Constantia
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wyn (wine),” explained
Anthony Budd, Managing Director, Diverse
Flavours. “Constantia
wyn began to fetch
extremely high prices at
well-attended auctions in
many European cities and
soon came to rival the
sweet wines of Europe.”
Diverse Flavours is
showcasing six wines –
the Gouverneurs Reserve
Red, Pinotage, Shiraz,
Sauvignon Blanc, Blanc
de Noir, and Grand
Constance Desert wine.
Also showing for the
first time are wines from
Ghost Corner, and from
Elim – South Africa’s
most southerly winery,
which produces stunning
Pinot Noir, Sauvignon
Blanc and Semillon.
From Symington Family
Estates (Red Village L32),
its range of premium,
super-premium and
luxury offerings carries
with it the flexibility of
catering to different
consumer segments, in a
varied range of shopping
consumption occasions,

covering different price
points and product
benefits.
With a strong portfolio of
renowned Port brands
– Cockburn’s, Dow’s,
Graham’s and Warre’s
– Symington is the
world’s most awarded
Port producer, “with an
unmatched tally of 27
trophies and 188 gold
medals, amassed at the
world’s most prestigious
wine competitions, over
the last two decades”,
said Patrícia Correia,
Marketing Manager,
Symington Family
Estates.
As part of the luxury
segment, Champagne
Henriot, being showcased
on the Bouchard Père et
Fils stand (Red Village
J3), is launching two
gift boxes for the end
of the year – a white
box for the Blanc de
Blancs, and a grey box
for the Brut Souverain.
“Champagne Henriot’s
Blanc de Blancs is an
assemblage of Chardonnay grapes mainly from

the Côte des Blancs and
village crus: Mesnil sur
Oger, Avize, Chouilly,
Vertus, Montgueux,
Trépail, Epernay and
the Vitry region,” said
Marion Milesi, Chargée
de Communication at
Champagne Henriot.
“Brut Souverain is made
up of a balanced proportion of Chardonnay, in
the majority from the
Côte des Blancs, and
Pinot Noir, mostly from
the Montagne de Reims.
Pinot Meunier adds a
delicate fruity note.”
The product focus for
Bouchard this year
features the Bourgogne
Tube Box. Other product
focuses for the company
include Beaune du
Château Travel Case – a
travel retail exclusive
bi-pack for the Beaune
du Château Premier Cru
White and Red; and two
exclusivities of Bouchard
Père & Fils since 1907
and Beaune Grèves Vigne
de l’Enfant Jésus – a
travel box.
At the end of 2014,
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BOUCHARD PÈRE & FILS HAS
LAUNCHED NEW PACKAGING FOR ITS
TWO TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE
CUVEES, WHICH INCLUDED NEW
LABELLING AND A NEW CANISTER.

Bouchard Père & Fils
has revealed plans to
launch new packaging,
especially dedicated to its

emblematic cuvée and a
Chablis Limited Edition.
In spring 2015, William
Fèvre will launch its third

Chablis Limited Edition.
“This special 360-degree
packaging will break
from the traditional

Balmoral
Dominican Selection
The Balmoral Dominican Selection
Collection 12
offers a luxury assortment box
containing Small Panatela, Panatela
and Corona cigars. To produce these
high-quality cigars, modern
craftsmanship is combined with the
finest tobaccos from the wide region of
the Caribbean. Taste the authenticity.
Expect the unexpected.

The Real Dominican Experience

Visit us at Yellow Village H49

Visit us at Green Village H46
Vinprom Peshtera

NEW NICARAGUA DIADEMA FROM DAVIDOFF
THE PATH OF DISCOVERY WHICH LED TO THE INTENSE FLAVOURS
OF DAVIDOFF NICARAGUA TAKES A NEW DIRECTION

·

THE DIADEMA

FORMAT BRINGS NEW PEAKS OF PALATE STIMULATION, A JOURNEY
THROUGH UNDISCOVERED TERRITORIES OF TASTES
IT IS TASTE

·

TAKEN TO A NEW LEVEL

·

·

THE ADV ENTURE CON TI NUES
THE E XPERIENCE
R EAC HES N EW H EIGH TS
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davidoff.com

Smoking seriously harms you and others around you
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codes, and will present
the Chablis within an
avant-garde packaging,”
said Raphaël Hernandez,
Junior Product Manager,
Bouchard.
Bottega (Blue Village
A11) is launching a new,
unfiltered Prosecco called
Fundum at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
this year. “This type of
Prosecco may appear
cloudy as it contains
a sediment (in Italian
called ‘fondo’) of natural
yeasts. In fact, the second
fermentation occurs in
the bottle, according to a
method called ‘Sur Lie’
(an ancient ‘lees ageing’
process), which was
used before the Charmat
method was invented in
1910. The contact with
the yeast present in the
sediment allows the
aromas to evolve over
time, gradually developing the mild and fruity
flavours of Prosecco into
more complex and drier
notes of crusty bread,”
said Sandro Bottega,
Spokesperson at Bottega.

“Dry on the palate, fresh
and slightly mineral, with
delicate bubbles, Fundum
has a richer taste than
modern Prosecco. Moreover, Fundum maintains its
optimal characteristics
for a longer time (over
two years). This Prosecco
is also characterised by
low content of sulphur
dioxide and sugar.”
Bottega added that
another highlight will be
Brunello di Montalcino
Prêt-à-Porter, a special
Brunello di Montalcino
Riserva which is cased in
a fashionable, vintageinspired faux leather box,
hinting that there is more
to come from the luxury
wine sector.
New products following the same theme
from Barton & Guestier
(Yellow Village D42)
include its new wines
and exclusive packaging
for travel retail, offering
the consumer a point of
difference. “Les Charmes
de Magnol Médoc in
canister is exclusive
for travel retail and will

now be delivered in a
new elegant canister,
putting the accent on
the travel theme, illustrated by the skyline of
some worldwide known
towers, bridges and other
symbols,” said Cyrielle
Thibot, Product & Travel
Retail Manager Junior
at Barton & Guestier.
“The AOC Médoc is
made of 60% Cabernet
Sauvignon and 40%
Merlot, and aged in oak
for six months. Château
Barrail Laussac has new
packaging too and has
been refreshed, while
respecting the traditional
Bordeaux style.”
“Château Barrail Laussac
is a Bordeaux AOC with a
modern and elegant label
that keeps the traditional
label shape of the
historic B&G Bordeaux
wines,” Thibot added. “A
new shiny red and gold
capsule branded Barton
& Guestier completes the
new packaging.”
Vranken-Pommery
Monopole’s (Red Village
H22) portfolio comprises
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the leading brands
of Vranken with its
Diamant and Demoiselle
vintages, Pommery
with its Louise and Pop
vintages, Heidsieck &
Co Monopole with its
Impératrice vintage, and
Charles Lafitte.
Vranken-Pommery
Monopole is also the
leading distributor of rosé
still wines from Côtes de
Provence with Chateau
La Gordonne, and from
Sables de Camargue with
Domaine de Jarras and
Domaines Listel, with lots
of strong links to luxury.
New products revealed by
the company in Cannes
include a Champagne &
Provence wines stand
reflecting unique terroirs,
two of the major French
iconic regions, symbols of
elegance, hedonism and
art de vivre.
Myriam Renard, Deputy
Export Director at
Vranken Pommery
Monopole, explained
that the following cuvees
are being presented:
Champagne - Pommery

Bottega is
launching a
new, unfiltered
Prosecco
called Fundum.
This type of
Prosecco may
appear cloudy
as it contains
a sediment (in
Italian called
‘fondo’) of
natural yeasts.
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Barton & Guestier’s wines feature exclusive packaging for travel retail,
offering the consumer a point of difference.

SOCIABLE
Tapping into the sociable
theme, Barton & Guestier’s
Bistro Girls Night Out, a
new Red Blend has this in
spades. Girls Night Out
is the newcomer in the
Bistro range.
Meanwhile, Accolade
Wines (Red Village J2)
offers a unique platform
within travel retail
through a portfolio which
offers both mainstream
and premium wine
brands from Australia,
South Africa, New
Zealand and the US’ key
California regions.
Accolade Wines has a
large portfolio of wines,
ranging from Hardys
through to smaller,
premium brands such as
Houghton, Leasingham
and Arras. Flagstone
from South Africa, Geyser
Peak from California, and
Mud House and Waipara
Hills from New Zealand
complete the core offer.

Accolade Wines is also
showing Arras in Cannes
for the first time. This is
its world-class premium
sparkling wine from
Tasmania.
Accolade Wines will also
be relaunching Da Luca,
its Italian wine brand – this
is to be a Sicilian-based
range with four varietals
that will over-deliver on
taste and stand out from
the crowd. Emilie Munther,
Customer Marketing
Manager at Accolade
Wines, said: “Premium
wine continues to perform
well across the board as
passengers are becoming more knowledgeable
about the category and
increasingly see wine as
a giftworthy alternative to
spirits and champagne.
Ensuring that the correct
range and format is
available in airports will be
key to further developing
this trend. Within this,
New World wines are

N°13

Scotch whisky among international brands*

1.43 MILLION

cases sold in 2013 (+ 3.6%)*
Distributed over

80 COUNTRIES

Enjoy Sir Edward’s responsibly

Clos Pompadour
vintage 2013; Pommery
Cuvée Louise Rosé
vintage 2000; Chinese
Year, Provence: Le
Cirque des Grives;
Château La Gordonne
rosé; and Chapelle
Gordonne.
Champagne Nicolas
Feuillatte (Red Village
J18) Spokesperson
Elodie Schaller said the
company’s Palmes d’Or
Brut: new vintage 2004
is created from “only
exceptional harvest
years, which is never
anything but vintage”,
securing its premium
credentials. Palmes
d’Or Brut is aged for
a minimum of nine
years and is made from
Chardonnay (Chouilly,
Cramant, Oger, Le
Mesnil-sur-Oger, Avize
and Montgueux) and
Pinot Noir (Bouzy,
Verzy, Verzenay, Aÿ and
Ambonnay).

*

Drinks international – Millionaire Club 2013 – Issue of June 2014

Vranken Pommery Monopole is
revealing its Pommery Clos Pompadour,
vintage 2013 Champagne.

Champagne Nicolas Feuillatte’s
Palmes d’Or Brut: new vintage
2004 is created from only
exceptional harvest years, which
is never anything but vintage.
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wine is presented in a
unique, signature, single
serve blue cobalt bottle,
making it ideal for inflight.
The easy to open twist off
cap provides the casual
occasion of beer, yet the
beautiful packaging and
premium taste deliver the
elegance of wine,” said
Rob Nichols, Managing
Director, World of Patria
International.

EYE-CATCHING
The third and final thematic
approach for wine sales in
travel retail is a product’s
standout appeal on the
shelf.
World of Patria International is supporting the
launch of some new wines
from the vibrant, fun and
colourful world of Yellow
Tail, one of the world’s
most loved wine brands.
The three varieties – Big
Bold Red, Riesling and
Jammy Red Roo – have
great eye-catching shelf
standout.
From Zonin (Blue Village
F4), in order to convey
unique characteristics in a

design, the company has
completely renovated the
packaging of Feudo Principi
di Butera wines. “The new
wine packaging of our
Sicilian Estate will catch
consumers’ eye with its
minimal and refined beauty.
Furthermore, a new Sicilia
Doc wine will be ready for
the exhibition in Cannes:
a great Grillo,” said Zonin
Spokesperson Alessandra
Zambonin.
Also grabbing attention will
be the Zonin Velluto wines.
“Velluto is a Veneto IGT
wine, crafted with a blend of
Corvina and Merlot, made

memorable by its intense
aromas of red cherries and
a velvety texture,” explained
Zambonin.
In the past, consumers
have been limited to the
interaction with Velluto’s
wine bottle in stores,
so Zonin has decided to
present it with a tactile
experience and now it
features a 3D embossed
foil label, with an important
visual trigger and an
invitation to interact with
the bottle. “The flowing V
of the label represents the
lightness of a red velvety
silk scarf, and brings life

to the whole design,” said
Zambonin. The name
Velluto (‘velvet’) is a tribute
to the Venetian merchants
who popularised the silk
trade since Roman times.
A Velluto Puglia IGT wine
(Primitivo and Negroamaro)
will also be presented,
securing the Zonin stand
as a place to congregate
for impressive visual and
tactile products – great
news for a category such as
wine that has, for so long,
been in the shadow of other
dazzling drinks displays
within travel retail. A step
forwards for the sector.
Champagne
Henriot’s Blanc
de Blancs is an
assemblage of
Chardonnay grapes
mainly from the
Côte des Blancs
and village crus.

© Copyright 2014 by Georg Hemmeter GmbH, Erding/Munich

Zonin introduces its Velluto
wines. Velluto is crafted
with a blend of Corvina and
Merlot, made memorable
by its intense aromas of red
cherries and a velvety texture.

increasingly becoming more
popular and more respected
in all parts of the world.
We believe more retailers
will devote more space to
wine to capture demand for
wine at both premium and
mainstream prices.”
Munther has also recognised that “sparkling wine
continues to be an area that
is growing strongly in most
geographies, as are rosé
wines”, while it has also
been noted that “Scandinavian passengers continue
to enjoy the value benefits
of ‘Bag in Box’ wines from
brands they trust, and we
see this as a further growth
opportunity in several
key locations with high
Scandinavian passenger
numbers”.
Also launching in Cannes
is the new single serve
premium ‘Myx fusions
Moscato’ wine from World
of Patria International (Blue
Village G13), which aims to
fill a gap in the travel retail
market. “Available in three
flavours, including original,
peach and coconut, the
natural, gentle sparkling
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Visit the Underberg stand K19 in the
red village or our hospitality suite
at Hotel Gray d’Albion.
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J.Cortès Cigars offers a wide
range of different blends,
carefully selected and sourced
from Honduras, Nicaragua
and Indonesia with delicious
Sumatra tobacco.

Tobacco sales in
travel retail have,
historically, been one
of the biggest footfall
drivers to greater
sales within the duty
free hemisphere. This
still rings true, but
there are other evolutions for the category
with smoking trends
reflecting ‘moments’
and blends to suit all
travelling consumers.
VERSATILE BROAD
PORTFOLIOS
“Imperial Tobacco’s
comprehensive and
versatile portfolio of
brands and products
gives us strong representation in all major
tobacco categories and
at key price points,”
said Andreas Lemke,
Global Duty Free General
Manager at Imperial
Tobacco (Golden Village
GO6). “We have strong
international, regional
and local cigarette
brands; we are the
world leaders in fine

TOBACCO:
ART IMITATES LIFE
From select blends enjoyed in tasting lounges through to short, slim and
elegant brands that reflect a consumer desire for momentary indulgence,
Jessica Mason explores how tobacco has become an artful sale in travel retail.
cut tobacco, papers
and premium cigars,”
Lemke added, reminding
that Imperial Tobacco’s
“understanding of travellers and their different
needs and preferences
[is] a subject that seems
obvious but is too often
neglected, particularly
within the tobacco sector.
We want to emphasise
how well Imperial
Tobacco understands
these needs, knows how
different nationalities

shop, and what their
preferences are within
different product groups.”
Thomas Gryson, Export
Manager & Travel Retail
Coordinator at J. Cortès
Cigars (Marine Village
S6), agreed that an
established company,
with a solid background in
understanding a diverse
international audience,
is an important factor.
“J. Cortès Cigars, still
run by the same family
since 1926, manufactures

high quality cigars in
Belgium, the heart of
Europe. With a consolidated daily production of
over two million cigars
and an export to more
than 80 countries, J.
Cortès Cigars finds itself
amongst the top players
in the international cigar
market. In travel retail,
J.Cortès focuses on
the two key brands – J.
Cortès and Neos.”
Gryson added: “Every
day at J.Cortès, we are
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looking with attention
into the new trends and
try to offer our clients a
wide range of different
blends, carefully selected
and sourced from, for
example, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and Indonesia,
with their delicious
Sumatra tobacco.”
While over at JC Newman
Cigar Company (Blue
Village B1), offering a full
range of handmade cigars
from Dominican Republic
and Nicaragua, cigars

are manufactured from
aged tobaccos, offering
consistency in flavour and
appearance at all times,
showing that having a
speciality and a niche
within a big category
can also be a good way
to illustrate a point of
difference for travel retail.
“Our pricing structure
ranges from the premium
Diamond Crown cigar
collection, to the medium
price Brick House cigar
range, concluding with

T:478

8 mm

SUPERIORITY.
COMPLEX.
NEW ROCA PATRÓN HAS A COMPLEX TASTE THAT’S HANDCRAFTED USING A COMPLEX PROCESS.
COOKED AGAVE IS CRUSHED BY A TWO-TON TAHONA STONE WHEEL, AN ANCIENT, LABOR-INTENSIVE
METHOD. THE AGAVE IS THEN FERMENTED AND DISTILLED WITH THE FIBER, RESULTING IN A MULTILAYERED, EARTHY TASTE. EXPLORE THE PROCESS AT PATRONSPIRITS.COM. TASTE HOW IT’S MADE.
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the Quorum Shade
value for money cigars,
which are sold in over
80 countries worldwide,
and will be found in the
top bestselling 10 cigar
brands in the countries
currently in distribution,”
said Billie McGuirk,
Export Sales Coordinator
at JC Newman Cigar
Company.

INDULGENT
MOMENTS
This brings us back to
the point that smoking in
general has undergone
a major revolution in the
past 10 years. Opportunities and places to smoke
have reduced and with it
we see patterns in buying
changing too. People
may be smoking less

frequently, but when they
do, they require a higher
grade of experience and
a product that they can
enjoy at shorter intervals.
In terms of consumer
choice, there has been
more interest in smoking
moving from an everyday
pastime over to a gratifying select lifestyle choice
and indulgence.
This year’s show will
see a new updated pack
design for Gauloises,
which aims to take this
classic French brand into
a new modern direction,
while staying true to
its original personality.
“Supported by a new
slogan – Vive Le Moment
– the new look is warm
and inviting, designed to
portray ‘joie de vivre’. It is

supported by a series of
strong and light-hearted
advertising visuals for
markets where permitted,” said Lemke, proving
that ‘moments’ being
celebrated has become as
a key message.

HIGH QUALITY
SHORTER STYLES
As opportunities to smoke
begin to shrink, so too do
the size of the product,
but the grade and quality
of the experience continues on its journey to the
top premium tier.
In Cannes, Agio Cigars
(Yellow Village H49) will
focus on its Balmoral
Dominican Selection
(BDS) cigars. The BDS
Short Corona 5 pack
will also be presented

FOR DAVIDOFF CIGARETTES, IMPERIAL
TOBACCO WILL OFFER A REJUVENATION
OF THE CURRENT SUPERSLIM LINE
DESIGN; SAME ELEGANT FORMAT WITH
ULTRA-FEMININE TONALITY.
36 – TFWA DAILY
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LUXURY TOBACCO IS BACK

Visit us at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference at STAND S 14 Marine Village
www.kingstobacco.com

Smoking kills
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JC NEWMAN HAS A
FULL RANGE OF
HANDMADE CIGARS
FROM DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC AND
NICARAGUA – THE
CIGARS ARE
MANUFACTURED
FROM AGED
TOBACCOS.

to its customers.
“Balmoral Dominican
Selection offers a new
model exactly fitting
the consumer needs
of today,” explained
Gertrude Stormink,
Global Travel Retail
Manager at Agio Cigars.
According to Stormink,
this is because consumers want “a short but
sturdy cigar, bringing
an explosion of flavour
without being too time
consuming.”
The BDS is “a beautiful
blend of Dominican and
Brazilian tobaccos,”
said Stormink. “This
Short Corona will gratify
an every true cigar
aficionado. Each cigar
is individually packed
in cellophane in order
to guarantee optimum
quality. Despite its length
this cigar offers a full
aromatic and perfectly
balanced smoking
experience. With hints of
vanilla, coffee and cedar
you will perceive a mild
but full taste. Rewarding
in every sense,” Stormink
added, reminding that
quality, taste, flavour

and experience override
everything else.
J. Cortès Cigars has
also planned to take up
space within the short
smoke sub category.
“We are ready to bring a
solution for the increasing demand for cigars
for a short smoke in
travel retail and for any
budget,” said Gryson.
“More than 110 years of
cigar manufacturing and
answering the needs of
the discerning travellers
resulted in our new travel
retail exclusive Neos
Selection 50 cigars. These
fine Java-wrapped cigars
are slightly thicker than
a traditional cigarillo to
give a medium bodied
flavoured sensation.”

MODERNISING THE
OFFER
There are also other
trends afoot and these
come from the need for a
new audience who seeks
modern alternatives with
premium design. “News,
a popular cigarette brand
with French travellers,
also sees a new look –
modern and updated,
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elevating the brand and
appealing to both existing smokers and a new
audience,” said Lemke.

ELEGANT SLIMS
APPEAL TO PREMIUM
SHOPPERS
“For Davidoff Cigarettes,
Cannes sees a rejuvenation of current Superslim
Line design; same
elegant format with
ultra feminine tonality.
Demanded by frequent
travelling nationalities
with high purchase power
and big shopping basket,
this segment indicates
great potential with
positive growth,” Lemke
explained, showing there
is a reminder how much
of a footfall driver tobacco
products still remain.
Lemke has also drawn
attention to the trend for
ultra slim elegant styles,
which pander to premiumisation trends and
encourage consumers to
trade up in general, and
also appeal to shoppers
with large amounts of
disposable currency
looking to buy fashion and
lifestyle products while

Premium
South African
Wines

S U P P LY I N G D I V E R S I T Y

If you would like to taste and discover
award-winning premium South African wines,
please visit the Diverse Flavours Stand:

Stand - L34, Red Village
Anthony Budd +27 71 255 7344 | anthonybudd@diverseflavours.com

www.diverseflavours.com
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AGIO CIGARS
WILL FOCUS ON
ITS BALMORAL
DOMINICAN
SELECTION (BDS)
CIGARS. WITH
HINTS OF VANILLA,
COFFEE AND
CEDAR, YOU WILL
PERCEIVE A MILD
BUT FULL TASTE.

on their travels. “In terms
of trends towards types
of tobacco products, duty
free generally reflects
the domestic market,
where there is an ongoing
movement towards
slims/ultra slims/
super slims and lights
varieties. Otherwise the
general purchasing trend
continues to be uptrading to premium brands
and special editions.
Travelling consumers
increasingly look for
innovation in the airport;
they expect to find new
and different product
choices in tobacco – as in
most categories – and are
prepared to take advantage of price savings to
allow them to trade up,”
explained Lemke.

GIFTABILITY
Another popular sales
driver is the travelling

consumer’s need for a
product that has great
giftability. Tobacco
products also sit well
within this sub sector,
because of the impressive
range of styles available.
“More and more travel
retailers are looking for
travel retail exclusives
and nice gifts. We will
develop products to fulfill
these demands,” said
Stormink.
For those consumers
looking for an elegant
present The Balmoral
Dominican Selection
Collection – an assortment box with 12 cigars is
“the ideal gift and comes
in a beautiful wooden
box,” said Stormink,
reminding that: “Tastes
differ, as do moments of
smoking pleasure” but
that “if you want the right
cigar for all the different
smoking moments or if

you like to have choice,
this assortment box is a
wonderful idea.”
It is easy to see why
a selection of items
presented in an attractive
way would become a top
seller. “It contains a wide
selection of cigars with
something to suit everyone’s taste.
The assortment box is
finished with a beautiful
photo sleeve illustrating
the contents to help you
select the right cigar
for the moment,” added
Stormink.
Similarly appealing in
presentation is the selection of 50 cigars from
Neos, which comes in a
superb, black metal tin.
“Our target with this new
travel retail exclusive,
which will be our first
flagship product in the
travel retail channel, is
to enter more duty free

shops all over the world
and obtain new valuable
listings. A cigar for the
real cigar lover that can
be purchased for immediate personal consumption, or as a gift – a sure
winner in travel retail,”
Gryson commented.

TERROIR AND
BLEND – TRENDS IN
DISCERNMENT
Moreover, the smoker has
grown up and smoking
is a changing landscape
for all who indulge. We
see trends in drinks and
coffees where changing tastes lean further
towards refinement,
bitterness and even sweet
and smoky sensations
and flavours. In smoking,
like the wine industry,
development of preferences and provenance
of varieties has become
more important.
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Indulgers like to experience subtle differences
in blends, just like a good
wine, coffee bean or
single malt.
“With a more global
world, the cigar smoker
has seen his limited offer
changing to a wide range
of cigars from different
‘terroirs’. Worldwide the
cigar smokers are looking
for new sensations in
tastes and formats. A
good example is again
the growing number of
different cigar lounges
and cigar tastings all over
the world. Obviously there
is a trend to try different
tastes, also the less known
blends from, for example,
Indonesia and Sumatra are
today again in the picture,”
explained Gryson.

DISPLAY
To reflect this trend,
Agio Cigars recently

announced the completion of a successful trial
at Eindhoven Airport
of an innovative new
gondola for its Balmoral
Dominican Selection. In
a dramatic increase in
its sales for March/April
compared to the same
period last year, Agio
Cigars registered an
average of four Balmoral
Dominican Selection
sales per day.
Reflecting the high
percentage of non-duty
free sales recorded
at Eindhoven Airport,
the unit contained
an entirely duty paid
selection of Balmoral
Dominican Selection
products, comprising the
Collection 12 giftbox, the
Short Corona 5-pack,
the Corona Tubos 5-pack
and the Small Panatela
Tubos 5-pack.
“This gondola represents
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a fresh approach to
highlighting the Agio
range, and we are
absolutely knocked-out
by the success of the first
deployment at Eindhoven
Airport,” said Stormink.
“In a location where cigar
sales haven’t traditionally been particularly
high, the Agio brand
experienced a total sales
uplift of around 3,000%
in March/April 2013 – a
phenomenal increase
that can be attributed to
the introduction of the
gondola and an expansion of the BDS range
available at Eindhoven
Airport.”
Made from high quality
woods and metals, the
new gondola measures
65 x 55 x 140cm in its
basic state, but can be
tailored size-wise to
match different locations
and customer profiles.
Incorporating the latest
generation LED lights to
strengthen the impact
of Balmoral Dominican
Selection packs instore,
the multi-functional

gondola finds room for a
generous storage area,
a product selector and
a point-of-sale turning
system in its compact
form-factor.
“The superlative
finish of the Balmoral
Dominican Selection
Gondola underlines the
fact that Agio Cigars is
prepared to invest in
high quality concepts for
travel retail in order to
enhance sales,” reminded
Stormink. “Although this
is the first deployment,
it is clear that we have a
vital new accessory as we
look to extend the reach
of Agio and, in particular,
the BDS range.”
Stormink added that,
following this successful
trial, Agio hoped to place
the gondola in at least
one more airport this
year, with a wider rollout
expected in 2015.
With a rising interest in
the experience of tasting
lounges contributing to
playing a part, it is clear
to see that products
and brands offering a
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cut above average are
commanding a great deal
of attention. The rise in
handmade alternatives
to historically renowned
products, such as Cuban
cigars, are also gaining
traction in this competitive marketplace, as the
consumer seeks out
styles they enjoy at price
points and with the availability that suits them.

ACCESSIBLE ALTERNATIVES FOR AFICIONADOS
For instance, The Brick
House New Maduro
cigars are being
launched as extensions
to the brand range at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. “The
Brick House cigars are
compared by cigar aficionados around the world,
as the best alternative to
a Cuban handmade cigar,
and the price structure
and construction of the
Brick House handmade
cigars offer the best
available on the world
market,” said McGuirk.

AGIO CIGARS HAS ANNOUNCED THE
COMPLETION OF A SUCCESSFUL TRIAL
AT EINDHOVEN AIRPORT OF AN
INNOVATIVE NEW GONDOLA FOR ITS
BALMORAL DOMINICAN SELECTION. IN
A DRAMATIC INCREASE IN ITS SALES
FOR MARCH/APRIL COMPARED TO THE
SAME PERIOD LAST YEAR, AGIO
REGISTERED AN AVERAGE OF FOUR
BALMORAL DOMINICAN SELECTION
SALES PER DAY.
42 – TFWA DAILY
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IMPERIAL TOBACCO IS
UNVEILING ITS EXCITING
NEW GAULOISES
DESIGN AT TFWA
WORLD EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE THIS
YEAR. A KEY FOCUS
FOR IMPERIAL
TOBACCO, THE RANGE
HAS UNDERGONE A
COMPLETE BRAND
IMAGE REJUVENATION,
WHILE STAYING TRUE
TO ITS ORIGINAL
PERSONALITY.

“The new Brick House
Maduro cigar additions go
a long way to complement
this outstanding product.”
“The biggest trend
happening with
handmade cigars,
especially within travel
retail, is the growth in the
availability of non-Cuban
cigars at airport shops.
This is due to the growing
interest in smokers
looking for a better
alternative from cigarettes
and moving on from
machine-made cigars, to
a 100% handmade cigar,
which has no chemicals
added,” explained John
Bodycombe, Managing
Director International
Markets, The Brick House.

CATEGORY
MANAGEMENT
Together, with targeted
category management and a range of
international locations,
the tobacco industry is
incredibly supportive of
the global travel retail
marketplace. It seems
to understand the
travelling consumer’s
needs best and works
with retailers to provide
experiences, designs
and ranges to suit each
market’s subtle differences in taste and style.
Imperial Tobacco has

a strong focus on its
customers and has
developed a total
category management
programme to enable
retailers to ensure
their tobacco offer is
right for the passenger
profile. This year, this is
reflected in a new stand,
which, rather than being
designed around brands
is designed around
different customer
nationalities and their
tobacco preferences.
“The stand will have
separate rooms devoted
to specific regions –
Asia, Europe, the Middle
East, etc – within which
the relevant brands
will be highlighted,”
said Lemke. He added
that the overall theme
remains ‘The Art of
Tobacco’. This viewpoint
on category management spans across all of
the main players, all of
whom have a consumer
and retailer-led
understanding of travel
retail and are willing
to discuss all options
to create impressive
displays. For this highly
regarded category,
the consumer and the
retailer really do come
first and quite simply
understand that art
imitates life.

Thomas Gryson, Export Manager & Travel Retail Coordinator, J. Cortès Cigars: “More than 110 years of cigar manufacturing and
answering the needs of the discerning travellers resulted in our new travel retail exclusive Neos Selection 50 cigars. These fine
Java-wrapped cigars are slightly thicker than a traditional cigarillo to give a medium bodied flavoured sensation.”
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PIONEERING
COCKTAIL OF SPIRIT
GENTLEMEN
Jean Edouard Godet, head
master blender at Godet
Cognac has come up with
a brand new cognac. A
blend of young cognacs
designed to be mixed with
virtually anything and by
virtually anyone.
Cognac Number 1 is
described as a cognac
of a new genre – the
cocktail of gentlemen.
Powerful, yet round and
velvety, deep and long,
yet non-invasive, Cognac
Number 1 is said to cry
out modernity.
It has a tall and square
bottle – the signature of
the family house of Godet.
With an enchanting light
blue label, inviting a new
vision, Cognac Number
1 aims to conquer the
heart and glasses of the
most demanding cocktail
consumers.

Blue Village A1

William Grant & Sons,
the global premium
spirits company, has
installed a total of five
Glenfiddich Crystal Stag
Gondolas in key airport
locations operated by
The Nuance Group,
adding four over the past
eight months.
The stags have been
placed in Zurich, Lisbon,
Antalya, St Petersburg,
and Stockholm Arlanda
airports to continue the
£1million investment by
William Grant & Sons in
its mission to bring to
life the pioneering spirit
of the Glenfiddich Scotch
Whisky brand.
“Travel retail is a fundamental pillar in William
Grant & Sons strategy
and – as one of our core
brands – Glenfiddich
is key to the ongoing
growth and development of our business,”

Andre de Almeida,
Director – Europe Travel
Retail, William Grant &
Sons, commented. “The
incredible Crystal Stag
Gondola has proved
to be one of our most
alluring and attractive
merchandising units for
Glenfiddich and we are
delighted that Nuance
has supported our
strategy with these five
important installations.”
The Glenfiddich Crystal
Stag Gondola represents
the components that
make Glenfiddich unique
and embody the pioneering spirit at its core; the
lead crystal stag’s head,
the glass teardrop and
the copper and oak helix.
Weighing 422kg, including 70kg of beautifully
polished lead crystal
glass, the Crystal Stag
is taller than any other
gondola, and closer to a

piece of art than to retail
furniture. It combines the
skills of designers, sculptors, glass artists, carpenters and coppersmiths.
Most importantly, it brings
the pioneering spirit of
Glenfiddich to life, by
expressing the incredible

natural resources and
great craftsmanship that
give every single drop of
the world’s most awarded
single malt its unmistakable character.

Golden Village
GO2

SOUTH AFRICAN WINES INTRODUCED
TO TAIWANESE DUTY FREE MARKET
Earlier this year, Everrich
Duty Free launched nine
South African wines into
its duty free shops in
Taiwan. These include
award-winning wines
from Cederberg (the
highest winery in South
Africa); Ernie Els Wines
(owned by the famous
golfer); Deetlefs (the
second oldest winery
in South Africa under
same family ownership);
and Napier wines (from
Wellington and made
famous in the Japanese
wine comic (Manga –
‘Tears of God’).
To back up the launch of
these new wines Anthony
Budd, Managing Director,
Diverse Flavours, ran five
training seminars and
tasting sessions in three
cities and airports: On 22
September at Taoyuan
International Airport; on
23 September at Taichung

International Airport;
and on 24 September at
Kaohsiung International
Airport.
“There is nothing better
than talking to the sales
staff about your wines

and getting their feedback
and first hand reactions,”
Budd commented. “For
many of the 160 sales staff
it was their first time to
learn about South Africa,
the South African wine

industry, the wineries,
and taste South African
wines. I have to say they
were all great groups and
we had a lot of fun!”
He added: “I was particularly impressed by their
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dedication, knowledge
and enthusiasm – I think
we will have great sales
results in the future!
Thanks go to Everrich
Duty Free and all the staff
for organising and making

the training sessions a
great success!”
All wines can be tasted
here at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference.

Red Village L34

OPEN UP A WORLD OF
OPPORTUNITIES

WIN WITH THE MOST INNOVATIVE AND INTERNATIONAL BEER & CIDER PORTFOLIO

HEINEKEN IS PROUD TO CELEBRATE
30 CONTINUOUS YEARS AT CANNES WITH TFWA
HD14200 Tank 138x200mm [opmaak].indd 1
heineken-1.0-ad.indd 1
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DESTINATION:

SHANGHAI

JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL

静安香格里拉酒店
BOARDING DATE:

TO ATTEND:

高端免税及旅游零售盛会 中国
合作伙伴

